
HI FRIEND. Here’s your invitation to participate in the 2019 edition of the Superfab Yardsale.

It’s the continuation of a tradition we began three years ago in which we take all the off-cut, 

reject and scrap materials leftover from the year’s work and turn it into good things instead.   

We do this in collaboration with you, one of our favorite designer/makers:  you contribute the 

well conceived idea, your talent and some sweat;  we pitch in the base materials, our expertise 

and some fancy tools.  With the good work realized, we’ll turn around and sell these fun & fine 

things at a weekend long, pre-holiday party over at our Annex on SE Water Ave.  As always, 

proceeds from all sales will be split between the pieces’ makers and this year’s charity (to 

be determined...if you have a charity in mind, let us know or direct them to our online Charity 

Submission form)  

HOW WE’LL DO IT.  For the next couple weeks, we’ll be accepting proposals for pieces to be 

made from the available materials.   The ones we deem the best (see criteria, next page) will 

be selected for production for the sale.   Superfab will offer up both the materials and any 

necessary CNC routing or Laser engraving services, and the chosen designer/makers will be on 

the hook for building/finishing the piece or pieces*.    In the meantime, we’ll be working to get 

this party together with food, drink, music, sunshine and good vibes.   

*In select instances where we really like the idea and the designer is not in a position to actually produce it 

themselves, we  offer to partner up on it and be the makers.  :)
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REVIEW THE MATERIAL INVENTORY.    We’re looking to put this stuff to good use and raise some money for something we 
feel good about.   To do this, our strategy is to create things that people will want to have in their lives.   We’re thinking 
furniture pieces, art objects, decorations, games, desk items, etc, but there’s really no limit provided the pieces meet the 
majority of the criteria below.  This year, our material catalog is setup as a store* for both ease of browsing and keeping 
track of inventory. 
*You will not proceed with a purchase. After viewing the materials available and deciding what you’d be interested in using for your project, fill out the 

linked submittal form.

TELL US YOUR IDEA.   Once you strike on an idea (or ideas) that you like, make a sketch, model or drawing and put some 
thought into the other submission requirements outlined here.   Fill out our handy submittal form, make a doodle and 
send it to us by the 12th of September.  We’ll review all the proposals we receive, and a small panel of us will decide 
which ideas make the most sense for the yard sale -- once that’s done, it’ll be time to get to work!

YOU CAN USE ADDITIONAL MATERIALS.    That goes for 
hardware, too.   Just remember that it will likely be on 
your own dime until the sale actually happens.   

YOU CAN CONTRIBUTE/SELL OTHER ITEMS, TOO.   We’re 
going to finish up and make sellable a whole bunch 
of other Superfab production pieces (work tables, 
storage sytems, etc) that didn’t meet our quality control 
standards for one reason or another.  We’ll also be 
getting rid of a handful of things we just don’t want 
anymore.   You can too!   

DELIGHT & UTILITY.   Extra thumbs up for things that 
make you smile, open your thinking or brighten your day.   
Similarly, utilitarian value is always appreciated.   Even 
better, do both!

RESOLUTION.  Does it have a chance to be beautiful? 
Could it function well?  A proposal is not expected to 
show a fully developed/resolved piece, but it certainly 
needs to be on its way in that direction.

LONGEVITY.  Will this piece stand the test of time or still 
just end up in the landfill?

REALIZED POTENTIAL.  Does it capture the true 
potential of the source material?  

EFFICIENCY.  How efficiently does it use the source 
material or how much ‘new’ waste does it create? 

FEASIBILITY.  Lastly, the idea has got to be doable with 
the time and resources available.  Super important.  

PROPOSED NAME OF PIECE.   

SOURCE MATERIAL.  

PROPOSED QUANTITY.  

DRAWING, MODEL OR RENDERING.  Nothing fancy, 
please... Just show us what you’re thinking the best way 
you can.  

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES AND PROCESS.   This is 
important.   We need to know how you propose to pull 
this off.  If you’d require us to work with you beyond any 
CNC or laser work, tell us here.  Also, any additional 
materials/vendors that would be required should be 
noted, as well as the anticipated amount of time for 
each step of the process.  

RAISON D’ETRE.  Why does this thing want to exist?  

08/29.   MATERIAL REVIEW HAPPY HOUR.         
               Stop by our Annex on Water Ave to see the
               materials in person.    

09/12.    SUBMISSION REVIEW.        
                All proposals due by 4pm.   

09/16.    WORK BEGINS.         
                We’ll announce the winning proposals and get 
                with the winners to make some plans.

11/18.    PROGRESS REVIEW // 1ST ARTICLE DUE.       
                For documentation + promotional purposes.

12/02.    ALL SALE ITEMS DUE.

12/7-8.   YARD SALE!      

SUBMITTALS OR QUESTIONS?
   YardSale@Superfab.co


